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Keolis wins the public transport network of the
Sophia Antipolis agglomeration community, in the south of
France
•

From 1 July 2019, Keolis will run Envibus, the transport network of the Sophia
Antipolis agglomeration community (24 cities in the south of France), for a period
of 4 years (renewable 3 times, for a period of one year each time).

•

Network use is expected to increase by 17% between now and 2023.

•

An offer that stands in firm support of the energy transition, with the construction
of a sustainable depot and the entry into service of a BRT (Bus Rapid Transit)
powered by natural gas.

Following a call to tender, the the Sophia Antipolis agglomeration community (170,000
residents) chose Keolis to operate and maintain and maintain its public transport service from
1 July 2019 and to build a new bus depot.
The contract represents a key issue for the agglomeration, which wants to strengthen the
appeal of its public transport network to support the strong growth of tourism and economic
development in its region.
A new, redesigned and improved transport offer
To meet passengers’ increased travel needs within the agglomeration, the future Envibus
network will have 29 lines, with a new classification to give users a clearer understanding of
the transport offer:
-

4 structural lines
8 additional lines, linking remote urban centres to the main hubs of the agglomeration,
developed in connection with the structural lines
9 connecting lines
3 village shuttles
Extra services during summers and evenings.

A new network dedicated to preserving the region
The new Envibus network, an initiative shared by the agglomeration community and Keolis,
will be part of a proactive approach to environmental issues.
Accordingly, line A - linking the city centre of Antibes to the Sophia Antipolis Technopole over
a distance of approximately ten kilometres - will be 40% comprised of dedicated bus lines, with
a BRT service powered by natural gas. This form of propulsion represents an alternative to
traditional fuel, generating fewer CO2 emissions. These next-generation articulated buses,

built by the manufacturer Iveco Bus, will offer greater comfort to passengers and can carry up
to 120 people.
Keolis will help the personnel adapt to the new working methods and specifics that the arrival
of the BRT vehicles entails. Nearly 1,000 hours of training will be provided to the drivers,
regulators and maintenance staff.
The introduction of the BRT vehicles will require the construction of a new depot and
maintenance centre capable of accommodating all vehicles of the network on a single site.
Expected in spring 2022, the depot will be outstandingly eco-friendly, complying with the
Sustainable Mediterranean Buildings label (photovoltaic panels, low-carbon concrete floor,
recycled wooden structure, integration into the landscape, etc.). In parallel, a system for
recycling 95% of the washing water will be installed. The agglomeration community will thus
have a modern, effective and perfectly environmentally friendly tool at its disposal, one capable
of supporting the long-term development of shared mobility in its region.
The Envibus network: key figures
-

Approximately 4 million km covered per year
112 vehicles in total

About Keolis
Leading the way in public transport, Keolis partners with public decision makers to make shared mobility an asset for cities and their
communities. Internationally recognised as the leading operator of trams and automated metros, Keolis adopts an innovative approach with
all its partners and subsidiaries (Kisio, LeCab, EFFIA, Keolis Santé and Cykleo) to develop new forms of shared and customised mobility, and
reinforce its core business across a range of transport modes including trains, buses, coaches, trolleybuses, shared private hire vehicles, river
shuttles, ferries, cycles, car sharing services, electric autonomous vehicles and urban cable cars. In France, Keolis is now the leader in medical
transport services through the creation of Keolis Santé in July 2017 and positioned as the number two car park operator, through its subsidiary
EFFIA. The company is 70% owned by SNCF and 30% by the Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec (CDPQ). Keolis employs 65,000 people
in 16 countries* and recorded revenue of 5.9 billion euros in 2018. Each year, over 3 billion passengers worldwide use one of the shared
mobility services offered by Keolis. www.keolis.com
*Historically based in France, Keolis has expanded its operations in Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, Denmark, Germany, India, Luxembourg,
Norway, the Netherlands, Qatar, Senegal, Sweden, the UK and the USA.
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